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LEARNING OUTCOMES  - TOPIC 1

Learning outcomes: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• explain what is meant by ‘financial planning’ and other financial terms; 

• explain what is meant by the term ‘money management’; 

• outline the need for financial planning; 

• identify financial services providers and basic products; 

• identify sources of financial planning information and advice.



KEY TERMINOLOGY

Money Management

Budgeting

Financial Planning

It looks at the person’s needs and objectives, both in the 

short term and the long term, and how best to achieve 

them.

This includes budgeting, banking, saving, making 

investments and paying as little tax as possible within the 

law. It covers pretty much everything, from day-to-day 

spending to saving for long-term goals.

This is part of general money management. It’s the way 

that you manage your day-to-day money, making sure that 

you have enough to pay bills, buy food, save and pay for 

other essential spending.



OBJECTIVES

Personal Objectives 
what the individual wants to achieve. 

e.g. buying a holiday home, going on holiday to 
India or buying a new car.

Financial Objectives 
How the individual will provide the money to 

reach their personal objective.
What is the best way to achieve this?



TEN BENEFITS OF SOUND FINANCIAL 
PLANNING

1. Identify your objectives, needs and plan to achieve them

2. Know what you are doing on a day-to day basis

3. Know what needs to be done to reach your goals rather than hoping for the best

4. Feel more relaxed about your finances

5. Make better decisions about your spending, saving and borrowing

6. Understand how each financial decision you make affects others

7. Select sensible and affordable borrowing products

8. Make sure important people and things are protected

9. Ensure more of your own money is available to you

10. Adapt if your needs or objectives change over time



EMERGENCY FUND

IF DISASTER STRIKES!

This is a pot people can dip into.

The recommended size of the 
emergency fund should be:

A. Between 3 and 6 months essential expenditure

B. Between 6 and 9 months essential expenditure

C. Between 9 and 12 months essential expenditure



FINANCIAL PROVIDERS – BANKS 
AND BUILDING SOCIETIES

3 MAIN ROLES

1. to provide a safe 
place for people to 
keep their money

2. to provide a way 
for customers to 

receive payments 
and pay bills

3. to provide loans 
and mortgage for 

customers who need 
to borrow money



FINANCIAL PROVIDERS – BANKS 
AND BUILDING SOCIETIES

Bank are often Plc’s (Public 

Limited Companies)

They earn profit on behalf of 

their SHAREHOLDERS.

PROFIT is their primary 

objectives

Building Societies are MUTUAL 

ORGANISATIONS

They are owned by members 
instead of shareholders.

In most respects they are very 

similar to banks



HOW DO BANKS MAKE MONEY?



FINANCIAL PRODUCTS

Mortgages

Saving Account

Credit Cards

Usually paid back over a short to medium term (1-5 years). 

Payments made monthly. Higher interest rates that for 

mortgages.

Used for paying salaries into and making regular payments 

from the account e.g. Direct Debits. Debit cards are linked to 

make payments or withdraw money directly.

Offer interest on any money held in the account.

Can’t usually be used to receive salaries or make regular 

payment from.

Personal Loans

Current Accounts

This type of loan help people to buy homes. Very long term –

can last from up to 30 years.

Allow person to borrow money whenever they need to and 

making monthly repayments – if whole balance isn’t cleared, 

high interest rates are added.



INSURANCE COMPANIES

Car 

Insurance Buildings Insurance

Contents Insurance

Critical Illness

Life 

Assurance

Provide insurance policies that help people and businesses to reduce 

risk caused by a number of events



CAR INSURANCE – WHAT TO 
CONSIDER

the policyholder pays for the policy – this payment is known as 

the ‘premium’.

The insurer will consider the following when working out the premium:

• Age of insured person and anybody else who will drive the car

• The type of car

• Where the Person Lives

• What the person does for a living

• History of the Driver 





CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU



STEPCHANGE DEBT CHARITY



SOURCES OF ADVICE ACTIVITY

See Topic Sheet 1 – Page 11 onwards



DIFFERENT PL ANS 
FOR DIFFERENT 

PEOPLE
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LEARNING OUTCOMES – TOPIC 2

Learning outcomes: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• explain personal factors that affect financial planning; 

• explain the term ‘attitude to risk’ in the personal finance context; 

• describe the need to make changes to financial plans where necessary. 



AT EACH LIFE STAGE PEOPLE TEND TO 
HAVE DIFFERENT PRIORITIES:

All these will have an 

impact on the financial 

decisions we make and 

the financial support 

we need



THE MAIN LIFE STAGES

0-12 

years old

13-19 

years old

18-25 

years old

26-40 

years old

41-65 

years old

65+ 

years old



ATTITUDE TO RISK

• Another major factor that can impact on an adult’s approach to financial 

planning is their attitude to risk. 

• This is particularly important when talking about savings and investments.

• If you need access to your money soon – you should not take a risk. Savings 

accounts allow instant access to money.



RISK VS REWARD



DEPOSITS: 
LOW RISK – LOW REWARD

• Essentially this is putting your money in a bank account

Low Risk Low Reward

• Original money will not decrease

• Government protects deposits up 

to £75,000 if bank goes bust

• Interest is added but only at a very 

small rate



RISK VS REWARD



GILTS AND CORPORATE BONDS: 
LOW RISK – LOW REWARD
• Gilts – investor lends money to government for a set term (5-30 

years) in return for a fixed rate of interest paid each year.

• Corporate Bonds – Same as gilts but are loans to large companies

Low Risk Low Reward

• Gilts and bonds can be sold to 

another investor.

• Get your money back at the end of 

the term

• Tiny risk borrower may be unable to 

pay interest or loan at end of term 

• Interest paid is usually higher than on 

deposit accounts – but not as high as 

on other investments



RISK VS REWARD



PROPERTY: 
MEDIUM RISK – MEDIUM REWARD
• Investing in commercial property e.g. factories, shops, offices etc.

• Could be ‘buy to let’ investment 

Medium Risk Medium Reward

• Can be an expensive acquisition and 

many can not afford to invest

• Property prices can stagnate

• Collective Property Funds – pooled 

investment funds

• Can get a good return – if rented 

out

• Values in some areas can rise well 

above inflation and interest rates



RISK VS REWARD



HOW THE STOCK MARKET WORKS



SHARES: 
MEDIUM RISK – MEDIUM REWARD
• Companies offer shares to investors in order to raise funds to 

invest in the business. The investor owns a portion of the business.

Medium Risk Medium Reward

• Risk depends on:

1. The size and success of company

2. The country company operates 

from (different laws, currencies, 

political interference etc.)

• Diversifying shares (spreading across 

many companies helps lower risk)

• You can sell shares on – and if 

company does well the price will be 

higher

• Profits made by the company are 

shared with shareholders – called 

dividends



RISK VS REWARD



OVERSEAS SHARES: 
HIGHER RISK – HIGHER REWARD
• Investing in companies that are listed on stock markets in other 

countries.

Higher Risk Higher Reward

• Seen as higher risk as there is a lack 

of UK influence over how they 

operate

• Also:

• Political interference

• Country’s economic history

• Risk of corruption 

• Companies in other countries can 

lead to very high returns - there are 

some very good opportunities for 

investing abroad



RISK VS REWARD



SPECIALIST INVESTMENT: 
HIGH RISK – HIGH REWARD
• Examples are ‘futures’ and ‘options’ – essentially gambling on the 

future price of shares or commodities such as oil, gold etc.

Higher Risk Higher Reward

• Attempting to predict future prices is 

very difficult due to so many unseen 

factors

• If things don’t go well the investor 

could lose all their money

• Results can be spectacular – huge 

profits can be made.



ATTITUDE TO RISK

There are two parts to attitude to risk:

1.Risk tolerance 

how does the individual feel about the possibility that the value of 

their savings could fluctuate over time, and that they could even 

lose some of their funds? This is based on the person’s feelings.

2.Capacity for loss 

It describes the amount of money the person could afford to lose (or 

needs to risk) when trying to achieve their objectives.



PL ANNING FOR 
NOW AND THE 

FUTURE
TO P I C  3



LEARNING OUTCOMES – TOPIC 3

Learning outcomes: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• explain the difference between short-, medium- and long-term planning; 

• explain the importance of objectives and goals; 

• describe the importance of reviewing and adjusting financial plans; 

• describe the key features of the basic savings products. 



FINANCIAL PLANNING – TIMESCALES

Short Term One week to 12 months

Medium Term

Long Term

One year to five years

Five years or longer



BUDGETING

NEEDS WANTS

Food

Water

Shelter

Clothing

Warmth

Mobile Phone

Internet/wifi

Designer trainers

Car

Handbag

Our needs are the 

things that are essential 

to our survival

Our wants are all of 

the things that we would 

like to have, but which 

are not essential to our 

survival



FINANCIAL NEEDS?

Breadwinner of family is 

unable to work for a 

long period

Breadwinner of family 

dies

Protect family against 

the financial 

consequences of 

problems



WANTS AS AN EXTENSION OF A NEED

Try to think of other examples of WANTS that are 

extensions of NEEDS



Aspirations can drive 

people to success

ASPIRATIONS

Are they good or bad

But people who focus 

too much on 

satisfying wants at the 

expense of needs can 

struggle financially



OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

Define 

Aspiration

This becomes 

the objective

This should be 

measurable

Measurable means:

1. What we want to achieve is clear

2. We know when we have achieved it

This means we can check our progress and 

motivates us to carry on



CRITICAL MILESTONES



SHORT TERM PLANNING
UP TO 12 MONTHS

• Budgeting rather than financial planning - it is sensible to draw up a 

budget plan. 

• This can be as simple as listing when money will be coming in and 

when the money will be going out each month. 

• It will help us to see the pressure points and take action to 

prevent problems.



MEDIUM TERM PLANNING
1 TO 5 YEARS

• Medium term can depend on age. Retirement isn’t such a long term plan 

if you are 60 years old!

• Low risk investments may be an option as it is not desirable to have 

funds tired up over a long period.

• Deposit in savings account might be a good option as funds can 

be easily accessed and money is not at risk.



LONG TERM PLANNING
5 YEARS AND OVER

• Home ownership is usually a long term goal. It might take 20-30 

years to pay for a house.

• Instant access to money is usually not an issue so investments 

in shares and property become more suitable options



SHORT, MEDIUM OR LONG TERM?

Planning to get married Medium

Wanting a weekend in London Short

Medium Buying a sports car

Buying a large family home Medium/Long

Planning for an adventurous retirement Long



S AV I N G  M O N E Y
W H AT  A R E  T H E  O P T I O N S ?



DEPOSIT (SAVINGS) ACCOUNTS



SAVING ACCOUNTS: THE BASICS

You get paid interest on the 

money you deposit (save)

You are protected up to 

£75,000 if your bank gets 

into financial trouble

Great if you want access to 

your money in the near 

future

Rewards are not great if 

saving long term



COMPOUND INTEREST
When you earn interest, the amount you have in the account increases. You then 

earn interest on the new, higher deposit

£10,000

Interest Paid = 3%

£10,300 £10,609 £10,927.27



BUDGETING
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LEARNING OUTCOMES – TOPIC 4

Learning outcome's: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• explain what is meant by the term ‘budgeting’; 

• describe the importance of budgeting as part of money management; 

• explain how an individual can manage budgets. 



BUDGETING IN A NUT SHELL



ADVANTAGES OF BUDGETING

• Budgeting allows people to plan their expenditure and make the most of their money.

• Budgeting allows people to increase their level of saving, which in turn will 

improve their financial position and their ability to do what they want, when they 

want.

• Helps avoid severe consequences, such as repossession of their house or court 

action. Budgeting allows people to make sure that they can prioritise these vital bills. 

• Able to identify pressure points when money might be tight. If they need to borrow,

they can do so in a planned way, taking advantage of reasonable rates from reputable 

lenders. 



CONSEQUENCES OF NOT BUDGETING



CONSEQUENCES OF NOT BUDGETING

Often leads to increased 

borrowing at high rates 



THE BORROWING PROBLEM

Borrowing money is 

wrong, man! 

I don’t want to be 

shackled by debt, dude!

Peace!

I ain’t lending 

money to no damn 

hippie!



THE BORROWING PROBLEM

I need to borrow 

money to pay for 

things I don’t need and 

can’t afford

Sure, step 

into my 

office!

More lovely profit! 

If she doesn’t pay I’ll 

send in the bailiffs



HOW BIG IS THE PROBLEM?

By the end of July 2015 the 

total personal borrowing of 

people in the UK was 

£173.38 BILLION

(not including mortgages)



THE NEED FOR A HEALTHY ECONOMY

People spending money

Jobs created

Profit generated

Higher tax revenues



GOVERNMENT & BANK OF ENGLAND 
ACTIONS WHEN TIMES ARE TOUGH

Which of the following will help stimulate the economy?

Increase Personal 

Taxes

Increasing Interest 

Rates

Decrease Personal 

Taxes

Decreasing Interest 

Rates

Think: how would decreasing personal taxes (Government action) and interest 

rates (Bank of England action) will help to stimulate the economy?

CLUE: Link to increased spending



GOVERNMENT & BANK OF ENGLAND 
ACTIONS WHEN TIMES ARE TOUGH



SOMETIMES YOU JUST CAN’T WIN

The financial crisis means people 

are being MORE sensible with 

borrowing and spending

Sensible for the individual, but bad 

news for the economy – less 

profits for business = less tax 

revenue



BORROWING FOR EMERGENCIES –
THE PAYDAY LOAN OPTION



INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

Marion’s Monthly 

Net Pay

What Marion must 

spend her salary on

Marion’s Monthly 

Disposable Income



TYPES OF INCOME

Overtime for working extra hours Earned

Commission for making sales Earned

UnearnedState benefits

Interest on savings Unearned

Bonuses for reaching targets Earned

Income from renting out property Unearned

There are two types of income: Earned and Unearned



TYPES OF EXPENDITURE

• There are THREE types of Expenditure: 

1. MANDATORY

Bills that must be paid by law, such as council Tax and vehicle road tax. The bills don’t apply to 

everyone, but non-payment is breaking the law and can lead to a fine or even prison 

2. ESSENTIAL

bills that are essential to a person’s (or family’s) way of life.  They would include rent or mortgage 

payments, electricity etc.

3. DISCRETIONARY

things that we might like to buy if we have the money, but that aren’t essential to our standard of 

living. ‘Discretionary’ means we can spend it if we choose, but don’t have to – we can make the 

choice. 



TYPES OF EXPENDITURE

Mortgage payment Essential

New books Discretionary

Holiday payment

Car insurance

Food shop

TV Licence Mandatory

Home insurance Essential

Discretionary

Mandatory

Essential



OUTCOMES OF BUDGETING

So, you’ve 

made a 

budget

balanced budget
Income and expenditure 

are equal

budget surplus
Income is more than 

expenditure. Save or 

enjoy disposable income

budget deficit
Expenditure is more 

than income. Can’t pay 

all bills. Borrowing may 

be required



TOPIC TEST 4



WHAT CAN 
AFFECT A 
BUDGET?
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LEARNING OUTCOMES – TOPIC 5

Learning outcome's: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• explain how external factors can impact on a budget; 

• understand the impact of inflation on the UK economy and personal budgets; 

• explain the impact of changes in interest rates and exchange rates; 

• calculate the effect of changes to interest rates and exchange rates. 



THE TWO MAJOR INFLUENCES ON 
BUDGETS AND FINANCIAL PLANS

1.
INTEREST 

RATES

2.
EXCHANGE 

RATES



WHAT IS INFLATION?

2017 2018

Cost of items in basket

£40.00

Cost of items in basket

£41.00

one year later

Inflation @ 2.5%



MEASURING INFLATION

• Most common measure for inflation the 

Consumer Prices Index (CPI).

• Expressed as a percentage

• Calculated each month by assessing the 

change in the cost of a typical ‘basket’ of goods 

from one year to the next. 

• ‘Basket’ of goods represents what an average 

household spends over a particular period of 

time



CAN YOU REMEMBER?

UK Government Inflation Target



INFLATION AND WAGES

• People EXPECT their ‘real term’ income to increase each year 
so they feel better off

• As a result wages TEND to increase at a rate above inflation

• However, global financial problems have meant that governments and 

firms have been cutting expenditure. This has been passed on to 

workers through pay increases lower than inflation or through 

pay freezes.



INFLATION CAN BE GOOD FOR…

Savers BorrowersOR

WHY?

As the price of goods, services and assets are rising, 

incomes tend to follow. As debts are not affected by 

inflation the real value of their debt is falling

However

For those looking to borrow – higher interest rates often 

follow high inflation – that means it costs more to take out 

a loan or mortgage



NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF INFLATION ON 
THE UK ECONOMY

Workers will 

expect wages to 

rise

Wages rises lead 

to price rises

Could lead to 

further inflation

People have to 

spend more to 

get the same

They may opt to 

just buy less

Demand falls and 

jobs are at risk

Prices go up so 

less attractive 

internationally

Fewer exports
Economy may 

stagnate



BANK OF ENGLAND - INFLATION



CONTROLLING INFLATION
Interest Rates Man –
Stop inflation before 

its gets out of 
control and destroys 

the World

Actually…The Bank of England’s Monetary Policy 

Committee (MPC) has the power to set the interest 

rates and try to keep inflation under control.

If they succeed they might just SAVE THE WORLD!



HOW DO INTEREST RATES HELP TO 
CONTROL INFLATION?

ITS ALL ABOUT THAT 

BASE RATE

The interest rate set by the Bank of England 

for lending to other banks, used as the 

benchmark for interest rates generally.

Borrowing less attractive as 

more expensive

Encourages saving as better 

returns

Mortgage repayments may 

be higher for some

Higher 

Interest Rates =

LESS 

SPENDING

LOWER 

DEMAND 

LOWER PRICES



ONE FINAL POINT OF INTEREST 
CHANGES

• They have no effect on people on a fixed rate loan or mortgage

• Fixed rates mean you are tied in to the rate you sign up

• Variable rate mortgages and loans may see the repayments 

change as interest rates change



EXCHANGE RATES



IMPACT OF CHANGING STRENGTH OF 
££££££££££££££££££££££££££

Stronger £ = 
Cheaper imports = 

lower inflation BUT: 

Harder for UK 

businesses to compete

More tourists in 

the UK = increased 

demand

Cheaper foreign 

holidays

Expensive UK goods = 

lower demand from 

abroad

Weaker £ = 
Cheaper British 

goods = increase in 

demand = more jobs

Expensive holidays for 

UK citizens



HOW CAN WE EXCHANGE CURRENCIES

Bureaux De 

Change

Offices or shops 

specialising in 

currency 

exchange

Take 

commission in 

order to make a 

profit

Banks & 

Building 

Societies

Credit Cards Debit Cards

Offer exchange 

on similar terms 

to Bureaux De 

Change

The exchange 

rate may be 

higher than 

typical bureau

Pay abroad in 

local currency 

using Visa or 

Mastercard

Exchange rates 

may be better 

but a overseas 

charge of 

around 2.75%

Withdrawn 

currency from 

ATM’s at decent 

exchange rates

Cash 

withdrawal fees 

usually a % of 

the total 

amount 

withdrawn



PERSONAL 
BUDGETS AND 

SPENDING 
CHOICES
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LEARNING OUTCOMES – TOPIC 6

Learning outcome's: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• carry out simple calculations relating to budgets and spending; 

• explain how to use a budget to identify what can be spent now; 

• explain how to cope with unexpected spending needs; 

• outline the impact of personal spending on the economy. 



SPEND NOW? OR SAVE UNTIL WE 
HAVE THE MONEY?

COMMON MISTAKE:

Thinking DISCRETIONARY 

(Non-essential) spending IS 

MORE IMPORTANT than 

paying for ESSENTIALS

You can’t eat an iPhone – yet some 

people spend money they haven’t 

got on a top of the range phone

Easily available credit means people can have what they 

want now and worry about paying for these things in 

the future



ACTIVITY –
ANSWERS 
COMING UP



ACTIVITY – ANSWERS COMING UP



BUY NOW PAY LATER OPTIONS

CREDIT CARD PERSONAL LOAN STORE CREDIT

No interest to pay if 

balance is cleared in 

full by next payment 

date – usually 25 – 56 

days after the 

purchase

Borrow over a fixed 

period of 6 months to 

5 years.

Minimum loan amount 

of £1000 could be 

more than required

Many shops e.g. Argos, 

DFS etc. offer finance 

deals. Can be interest 

free as long as 

repayments are met.

Okay if buyer is 

disciplined



TV ADVERT – DFS STORE CREDIT



UNEXPECTED SPENDING

Don’t say ‘NO’ to a great 

offer:

Include an allowance for 

unexpected spending in 

your budget

Don’t get STRESSED if 

something goes wrong



A QUICK RECAP

Increased consumer spending

More jobs 

created

Increased demand for goods and services

People have a 

higher personal 

income

Higher 

governments 

tax receipts

Reduced 

government 

borrowing



USING TOOLS TO 
MANAGE MONEY
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LEARNING OUTCOMES – TOPIC 7

Learning outcome's: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• explain the different systems for customers to manage money; 

• explain the ways in which customers can access their money; 

• describe the tools available for transferring money. 



WHY DO WE NEED A BANK ACCOUNT?

1. Checking the account and the money going in 

and out

2. Paying bills

3. Paying other people

4. Moving money between savings and current 

accounts

some people need to transfer money 

abroad



DIFFERENT ‘CHANNELS’ FOR 
MANAGING MONEY

Going into the 

branch

Face-to-face contact. A branch is like a shop on the high 

street. Can get up-to-date info and help with finances

Telephone 

banking

Telephone a call centre for information, services and 

advice.Automated balance checks, transfer funds etc. 

24:7 service

Check balance and transfer funds etc. online. 

Requires high level of security and passwords.  

Helps customers stay right up-to-date with their money

Internet banking



BANK STATEMENTS Money 

coming in

Money going 

out

Shows the 

balance in 

the account 

after each 

transaction



ONLINE BANKING 



MOST SUITABLE METHOD OF 
PAYMENT?

A bill from a 

plumber

Weekly 

supermarket 

shopping

A mobile 

telephone bill

Cinema ticket 

from a website

A set amount of 

monthly rent

Coffee in your local 

Costa

Cheque Debit Card Direct Debit

Debit Card Standing Order Contactless



ONE-OFF TRANSFERS OF CASH
1. FASTER PAYMENTS: Transferring money from one persons account to another's

– 24:7 service using internet or telephone banking

– Free service

– Maximum payment is £250,000

2. Bacs: Bankers Automated Clearing Services

– Faster Payments has largely replaced this method of money transfer but is occasionally still used

3. CHAPS: Clearing House Automated Payment

– Used for very high value payments – there is no limit

– As there is a charge of £25 - £30 each time Faster Payments may be better

4. Online Payment Services (PayPal)

– Payments between PayPal Accounts – which are linked to a credit or debit card



PAY AND TA X
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LEARNING OUTCOMES – TOPIC 8

Learning outcome's: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• describe the main types of income for tax purposes; 

• explain how employed and self-employed workers are taxed; 

• describe the components of a payslip; 

• explain the importance of P45 and P60 forms; 

• calculate a simple income tax example. 



Nothing can be said to be 

certain than DEATH and 

TAXES



DON’T LIKE INCOME TAX?
BLAME NAPOLEON BONAPARTE

Take that, 

English 

peeegs!

Income tax was first introduced in 

1799 as a temporary tax to raise 

money for the war against Napoleon’s 

France.

It was abolished in 1816 before being 

reintroduced in 1842 to help run the country.

Interesting Fact: Income Tax is STILL temporary and has 

to be renewed every year during the budget.



WHAT'S THE POINT IN TAX?

INCOME TAX

Running important public services 

such as schools

Providing state benefits

Running the armed forces

NATIONAL INSURANCE (NI)

National Health Service (NHS)

Providing the state pension

Some state benefits for those who 

are unemployed

So, if you are 16 or over and in work…..

…… You are paying taxes



OTHER FACTS ABOUT INCOME TAX 
AND NATIONAL INSURANCE

1. They are based on your income.

2. They are collected by Her Majesty’s Revenue & 

Customs (HMRC) via Pay As You Earn (PAYE) if you are 

employed or by completing a Self-Assessment Tax Form 

if you are Self-employed

3. The tax year runs from 6th April until 5th April following 

year



PAYING TAX 
ON SALARY

Up to £11,000

£11,001 - £43,000

£43,001 - £150,000

£150,000 +

Higher and

additional rate tax 

payers can be 

required to 

complete self-

assessment tax 

forms



HOW EMPLOYEES PAY THEIR TAXES



HOW EMPLOYEES PAY THEIR TAXES

Tax Codes show how much tax 

free allowance you have (divided 

by 10)

The most common tax code is 

1100L –This is because most 

people are entitled to a personal 

allowance of £11,000L

Tax codes may go up if you pay for 

things that are tax free or down if 

you get perks like a company car

Tax Codes 

Explained



HOW NATIONAL INSURANCE IS 
CALCULATED

Q. How much NI 

would a person pay if 

they earned £850 a 

week

a) £81.10 b) £86.50 a) £91.40



BY THE WAY….

Employees pay…



TWO IMPORTANT TAX DOCUMENTS

P60

Received at end of each tax year. Shows 

final tax code and total amount earned 

from the job in that tax year

P45

Given to an employee when they leave 

an employer. It reports tax code and 

total pay, income tax and NI.



HOW SELF EMPLOYED PEOPLE PAY 
THEIR TAXES



NATIONAL INSURANCE FOR SELF-
EMPLOYED PEOPLE

Class 2 National Insurance 

from £5,965 to £8,060

Class 2 & 4 National 

Insurance from £8,060 

upwards



THE REAL COST 
OF SPENDING
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LEARNING OUTCOMES – TOPIC 9

Learning outcome's: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• explain the term ‘value for money’; 

• explain hidden charges and their effect on purchases; 

• explain the principles of VAT and its relevance to the cost of spending. 



VALUE FOR MONEY

In other words….

Is a product or service of a sufficient quality 

or use for it to justify the cost to buy it?



NAÏVE THEORY

“When consumers know little about a product and create 

theories to fill the knowledge gap before deciding 

whether it is good value or not”



DOES LOST COST ALWAYS EQUAL LOW 
QUALITY?

But low cost can mean that inferior materials are used in the production process so items are lower 

quality.

Does that mean they are not still value for money?



ARE YOU A BRAND SNOB?



WHERE TO BUY
Shops

Online
Telephone 

& TV

Where to buy

Protected by the CONSUMER CONTRACTS REGULATIONS 2013



CONSUMER CONTRACTS REGULATIONS 
2013

Main Points 

of ActSeller must 

publicise delivery 

and cancellation 

arrangements

Goods must arrive 

within stated time 

frame

Right to cancel 

order within 14 

days

Once goods arrive 

buyer can cancel 

for any reason

Delivery costs 

must be refunded 

if order cancelled



MAKING PRODUCT DECISIONS



VAT 

Current level of VAT

Set by the Chancellor of the Exchequer



SOME ITEMS HAVE VAT OF….

This includes:

• Domestic gas 

and electricity 

supplies

• Sanitary 

products

• Children’s car 

seats



VAT EXEMPT OR 0% VAT

• Some items are exempt from VAT and some have 0% VAT

VAT Exempt

These items are not subject to 

VAT.

It would require a law change 

to add VAT to these products

0% VAT

These items are charged VAT 

but at 0%.

The Chancellor could change 

this rate in the budget



VAT EXEMPT

Children’s Clothing

Insurance

Food & Books

Finance & Credit

0% VAT

Charity Fundraising





THE TRUE COST OF A PURCHASE 

Which Airline offers the best deal?



THE TRUE COST OF A PURCHASE 

Which Airline offers the best deal?

£204 £198.85 £200.90 £195.82

But:

• What if you don’t pay by credit card?

• What is you don’t need to check any bags on?

• What if you’re not bothered about pre-booking your seat?
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LEARNING OUTCOMES – TOPIC 10

Learning outcome's: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• describe the different reasons for personal borrowing; 

• understand the level of personal debt in the UK; 

• understand how borrowing costs are calculated; 

• explain the main features of borrowing products. 



GOOD DEBTS AND BAD DEBTS
GOOD DEBTS

Borrowing for a holiday

Student loans

Borrowing to buy clothes

Mortgages

Loan to set up a business

BAD DEBTS



BORROWING IN THE UK

“The lowest 10% of earners spent more than a 

quarter of their income on making debt repayments.”

“More than 8 million households have no savings at 

all.”

“Outstanding debt on credit cards has almost 

trebled since 1998.”



THE COST OF BORROWING

The bank provides a loan so the car can 

be purchased

Interest is paid as a cost for borrowing



THE COST OF BORROWING

The bank provides a loan so the car can 

be purchased

Interest is paid as a cost for borrowing

INTEREST

Costs of running 

the business e.g. 

staff & buildings

The cost of raising 

the money to lend 

– paying interest

Putting money 

aside in case some 

borrowers don not 

repay the loan



THE RISK IN PROVIDING A LOAN

High risk 

borrower

Low risk

borrower

Higher interest 

rates offered

Lower interest 

rates offered

Depends on the 

credit rating of 

the borrower –

their borrowing 

history



Aims to assess potential borrowers 

for the risk of fraud

It compares past and 

current application forms to 

spot any factual inconsistencies



BORROWING: THE PRODUCTS

Mortgages

Credit Union

Credit Card

Payday Loans

Personal Loans

Store Cards

Overdraft



MORTGAGES
Expensive – long-term 

loans required. Usually 

over a period of 25 years

Amount borrowed 

depends on your 

income and ability 

to repay the loan

Loan is secured against 

property. If you don’t 

pay you could lose 

your home.

This ‘security’ for lenders means it is 

lower risk = lower interest rates

Repayment Mortgage 

most common. 

Borrower repays 

some of the capital 

and the interest each 

month

Payments in early years are mainly interest



DIFFERENT TYPES OF MORTGAGES

Fixed Rate 

Mortgage

Variable Rate 

Mortgage

Tracker 

Mortgage

Interest rate (and 

monthly payment) is 

fixed for a number of 

years – usually 2, 3 or 5 

years. 

Good for budgeting 

carefully, because

know how much will 

have to pay each month

Interest rate changes

whenever the lender 

changes its rate. 

Usually because the 

Bank of England base 

rate changes or because 

the lender decides to 

change it for profit 

reasons. 

Usually the cheapest 

mortgages to arrange

Type of variable-rate 

mortgage, but this time 

the rate will only change 

if the Bank of England 

rate changes, because it 

follows (tracks) the base 

rate. 

The interest rate is set 

at a % above the base 

rate



PERSONAL LOANS
Offered by banks and 

building societies

Typically borrowed 

over terms of 12 

months to 5 years

Usually have a fixed 

rate of interest – so 

you know what you 

are paying each month

These are ‘unsecured’ which means lender does 

not have right to sell valuables if not paid back –

but interest rates likely to be higher

Used to buy 

expensive items 

such as cars



CREDIT UNIONS
Alternative to payday 

loans 

Loans up to £3,000 

and interest is 

limited to 3% per 

month.

Many charge lower 

interest – typically 1% 

per monthThese loans can be available up to terms of 5 years. 

Can be short term too. 3-6 months available

Need to be a 

member to benefit

Membership fee £2-

£3 but need savings 

before loans offered
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LEARNING OUTCOMES – TOPIC 11

Learning outcome's: After studying this topic, students will be able to: 

• explain the factors to consider when deciding whether to borrow; 

• calculate borrowing costs; 

• explain the impact of borrowing on a personal budget; 

• describe the impact of borrowing on the economy; 

• describe the impact of payment default from both personal and societal 

perspectives. 



SHOULD WE BORROW?

Is borrowing the 

best option?

NOYES

Investigate Options –

shop around?

Change plans or 

save up?





SHOULD WE BORROW?

Is borrowing the 

best option?

NOYES

Investigate Options –

shop around?

Change plans or 

save up?



“Research has shown that people 

are more willing to spend higher 

amounts using a credit card than 

cash, and are less likely to 

remember how much they paid for 

credit card purchases”.

(Psychology Today, 2013)



THE COST OF BORROWING

Mortgages
Lower interest 

rates

Arrangement Fees

Early Redemption Fees

Valuation Fees

Personal 

Loan

Higher 

interest rates

Some capital and some 

interest until end of the 

term = loan paid

Credit Card
High interest 

rates

Only paying minimum each 

month = World of Pain



THE PROBLEM WITH CREDIT CARDS

Meet Karen Karen has a debt of £2,000 on her credit card

The credit card has an 

interest rate of 15%

Karen doesn’t have enough money coming in so only 

makes the minimum payment of 3% of the balance

If Karen continues to only pay of the minimum 

amount each month it will take her….

14 YEARS and 7 MONTHS to pay off



THE EFFECTS OF DEBT PROBLEMS

1. Personal Issues

• Standard of living affected

• Sleepless nights

• Arguments/stress

• Could look to reduce payments and most lenders are sympathetic and will 

look to help



THE EFFECTS OF DEBT PROBLEMS

2. Legal Consequences

County Court Judgements

• Taken to court by lender

• Borrower pays legal fees

• Local court agrees the CCJ issued

• Court decides how repayment will occur

• Bailiffs could be agreed to

Bankruptcy

• If debts exceed assets there is no way of 

repaying debts

• Borrower declared ‘insolvent’

• They can apply for bankruptcy and if 

granted a trustee is appointed to deal with 

the debtor

• Assets can be seized and sold to pay back 

any debts owing

• A proportion of income also taken

• Remaining debt written off after 12 months



THE EFFECTS OF DEBT PROBLEMS

3. Debt Problems and 

Future Borrowing

• Debt problems form part of the data kept by credit agencies.

• Kept on borrowers credit record for 6 years – even if debt repaid.

• Any future lenders may decide not to lend to the applicant or may lend but 

at a much higher interest rate.

• It could take many years of sensible financial management to improve 

credit rating.


